ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTION
For LED One Light W/Aircraft Cord

JUNCTION BOX

WARNING : Before starting installation,turn off power
by removing fuses or turning off circuit breakers. Turning
off the power by using the light switch is not sufficient to
prevent electrical shock. If you feel you do not have
electrical experiences needed,have the fixture installed
by a qualified licensed electrician.
CAUTION : This is just an installation "guide ".
Pls check with your local certified electrican for proper
installation per your city code. We can not be held liable
for the use or misuse of the installation guide provided.
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Wiring :
1. Separate mounting strap from canopy by loosening knob.
2. Hold the canopy and mount strap securely to outlet box
with 2 pcs of mounting screws provided.
3. Attach driver BK wire to Supply BK wire ; driver WH wire
to Supply WH wire with wire connectors provided.
4. Attach Green Ground canopy wire and Supply Green Ground
wire to Green Ground screw on strap.
5. Tuck extra wires carefully into box.
6. Fix the canopy to strap by rotating the knob on nipple until
it is tight.
7. Turn on the power.
WARNING : Cord of the fixture is not allowed to cut.
To have your desired length of cord,just adjust
the location of strain relief above the strap along
the cord ( See the picture on the right )
NOTE : Bulb is free of maintenance and requires
no re-lamping.
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USE THE RUBBER RING TO HELPFULLY INSTALL THE GALSS BY
BULB SHIELD TIGHTLY
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1. Remove the bulb shield and rubber ring from
the heat sink ( fitting ) from the package.
GLASS SHADE

2. Put the heat sink ( fitting ) into the top hole of glass
3. Slide the heat sink ( fitting ) into the hole of rubber
ring.
4. Install the bulb shield on the heat sink by rotation
until glass is fixed tightly.

